
Level One

Welcome to KC & Friends! To teach with KC & Friends,

it’s important to get to know the friends! 

Stressing the personalities of each friend 

     helps kids retain information and

       have fun on their musical adventure!

I’m the Teacher, your guide to KC & Friends!

The Teacher sounds like you (the teacher),

speaks clearly, enthusiastically and patiently. 

         Get good at drawing the Teacher 

     and feel free to draw 

      your own version!

I’m L Hand, and I’m very serious and methodical. 

I work with R Hand to ask questions 

and figure out how to play the piano. 

I sound kind of nerdy, 

and have a low serious voice. 

Get good at drawing me! 

I’m R Hand, and I’m a goofy guy! 

I’m the comic relief in KC & Friends, and 

am L Hand’s partner in learning. 

             I sound a bit silly and        

              should have a funny drawl

            to reflect my funny 

            personality! 

           I’m C-Saw-C, the first friend kids will meet! I am the middle 

       C on the piano. When kids play in middle C position, their hands form a 

   ‘seesaw’! he ledger line on me also LOOKS like a seesaw... Sometimes two little people, 

         C and CC, play on me! They have very high, squeaky voices. 

            I am the only note that doesn’t really need an extra clue

                            drawn in; the ledger line is usually enough!  

     I’m Elfee-E, and I have magic powers that make me first, 

 which is why I am on the first line of the treble staff. I have pointy ears, a pointy hat, and glasses 

I’m kind of annoying, and love to brag! Kids always yell “We know Elfee-E!” whenever I do

     brag though...I have a nasally voice, and adding my hat and ears to treble E can 

        help kids remember me!  

           I’m D, The Dude, and I like to “hang out!” I literally hang Down off the treble staff,

           and my legs Dangle off--these mneunomic clues help kids remember my name!

I have an angsty cool edge to my voice. Add arms and two legs to help kids recognize me.  

     I’m Fit Fred! I am the F on the line that “fits” in between the two dots of the bass clef. 

I’m one of the only characters whose body is made by the note, which makes me look a little 

           bit round! Use a low, slow voice for me, and encourage students to ask themselves: 

                                 Am I fitting between the dots??

          I’m The Girl, and the 

G in the bass clef! I got trapped in the space during the Gab race, 

and now I yell “Get me Outta Here!” and push my arms up in distress as a clue to this.

 I always sound a little angry and whiny, because my situation is so unfair! 

            Add hair and flailing arms to bass G to help kids remember me! 

          I am The Alien. I live on the top line of the bass clef and was also in the GAB race.

  I’ve four floating tentacles, telescopic google eyes, and a squiggly mouth on the line. My 

      alien powers of good and evil ended up landing me in the middle of the GAB race,

               possibly alluding to higher powers that govern our society... heavy stuff.

I sound robotic and, well... alien. 

I am The Bee, and I won the GAB race, by making it out of the bass clef! I hang

out on top of the bass clef and my motto is “Bee on Top! Bee on Top! I’m Bee on Top!”

My wings, antennae, and stinger make me look very Bee-like and help kids remember

me. Read my parts with a buzzzzzy, warbly voice.

    I’m Mr. Face, and I live on the first space of the treble clef. I have X’s for eyeballs

  and a frown. I am a very important note — I tell everyone I’m “the first space in your FACE!”

   Use a rough growly voice for my lines, and draw my furious face in or above

   the note to help kids remember me.

   I’m 1-2 Go Green, and I love to recycle! I live on the second line of the treble clef. Kids

   remember me by counting up the lines “1, 2,” and then shouting “Go Green!”

   I look like a superhero with a mask on, and have a powerful, happy voice! Draw

   in two recycling arrows above and below treble G to cue kids for this note.

Having Fun Teaching and Learning with KC & Friends 

meet the friends! 


